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About This Game

Dodgeball is a multiplayer game similar to the classic game of 'Dodgeball'. Throw your ball at a player, or hold it to block
incoming balls; or if you're really brave try to catch a ball and get your teammates to spawn back in. Try to defeat the other team
in various gamemodes on different maps; each with a unique setting that affects gameplay. Get your friends together and host a

game for some fast-paced competitive fun. Dodgeball has been made with this friendly competition in mind.

Don't have friends? Dodgeball now has AI bots that can play with you instead!

Features

 Fast-paced gameplay

 Various gamemodes; Classic, Team Deathmatch, Handball, and more coming throughout Early Access

 Various maps; From a school gym to a low gravity moon, these maps affect the gameplay as well as being different

 Special balls - Added to speed up gameplay, these balls can do a variety of things such as blow up, which is a good
counter to someone using a ball to block!

 AI Bots - Play against or with AI teammates so you'll always be able to play regardless of other players online

 CHRISTMAS UPDATE - The robots now have Santa hats.... yes, I know, how festive.

Dodgeball is in Early Access and will be evolving over time with added content and features. Please check the website for more
information on future updates for the game. Please note it does not currently have any dedicated servers so servers will have to
be hosted yourself, you might have to port forward your router if your hosted game does not show up for others. If you need

help for this please post in the forums.
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Title: Dodgeball
Genre: Indie, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
313 Studios
Publisher:
313 Studios
Release Date: 4 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-Bit or better

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD, 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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Negative reviews seem to be based only on server population, game itself is fun.. Day one DLC

4.99 for 2 kinds of skins :s. I feel bad writing a bad review becuase I know a lot of heart has apparently gone into this game, but
my experience playing it was terrible. I like the skin tight clothes and big graphic\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665lol,
but the game is FULL of bugs and it's boring. The puzzles aren't exactly intuitive. There's logic errors as well. The storyline is
extremely boring and having to reach over and press ESC to skip convos gets annoying quickly. The inventory looks like it's half
finsihed. Sometimes you'll pick something up and forget what it actually was, but theres no way to find out what it is again! The
narrator in the corner which appears in episode 2 is supposed to be there to help, but when you drag items to him for advice it
doesnt work (except for 1 or 2 times)! I'm glad part 1 and 2 are over. Apparently part 3 is much better - let's see how that goes..
It's free, just get it. To be fair to these guys that made it, it's a decent game. The puck physics are pretty♥♥♥♥♥♥when you
save it. The puck will sit in front of you, don't try to clear it with your stick. Most likely you'll just score it somehow by some
magical force. For a free game, I've had fun with it. My hours played are skewed because there is no story, I just jump on for 10
mins at a time and get some exercise in. It's worth the "purchase".. At first i thought this game was fun. But then I lost the 1st
Battle of Bullrun because i pulled a unit off a victory point at the last second to chase another unit away. The game has a lot of
potential but in it's current state is pretty terrible. I attacked one unit of union militia with four units of confederate veterans and
they were all routed after they lost literally ten guys. Instead of militia retreating, they literally fight to the death. But the biggest
problem is probably units completely dying without getting shot. I attacked some artillery with 800 veterans and the entire unit
died instantly. Nothing shot at them. They just died. So yeah this game is pretty crappy. Not worth the money. Good game, read
another review. I really really took my time with this DLC! Finished it in 2hours! I wanted to EXPLORE and find things!
So, I rescued about 6 prisoners, found 5 documents to read to understand what has happened and so on!

I really loved the night + flashlight, but is WEIRD! In main game you don't have a flashlight..but here you do?!?! Oh, well...
While I like the setting and so on the freaking ZOMBIES keep on coming over and over again and basicaly disrupted my
exploring! You might think it adds to the "survival" aspect....WRONG! After 15 minutes it became tiresome and annoying!

DEAR DEVELOPERS! HORDE MODE IS NOT A TOMB RAIDER SPECIFIC THING! IT NEVER WAS AND NEVER
WILL BE!!!! EXPLORING + PUZZLE SOLVING WAS AND WILL BE!!!!

While I enjoyed it while I played it, I WILL NEVER GO BACK TO PLAY THIS DLC !!!
Endurance Mode was OK\/Good, but this is basically Tossing Lara in a Resident Evil type of setup and feels akward and
WRONG!

They should have focused this last DLC on STORY ( New region to explore IN THE MAIN GAME) or the likes + PUZZLES!
Instead we get a zombie horde mode...

I can't recommend this...Sorry, EVEN IF THE BASE GAME + BABA YAGA + ENDURANCE MODE DLCS are purely
awesome and A VERY GOOD and SOLID GAME!!!!

(This last DLC feels "out of picture" in the Tomb Raider Universe). Ha ha, good adventure game, not too difficult.
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All has been said about this great engine. Not noticed if anyone else mentioned the scenarios. This collection is the best, believe
me! Worth the money just for those alone.. trash arcade shooter. just go get pavlov or contractors.. Game Information

Dark Parables: The Little Mermaid and the Purple Tide Collector's Edition is an Fragmented Object Game that was developed by
Eipix Entertainment and published by Big Fish Games Studio.

The eighth chapter of the game's series. Previous installments as follows: "Curse of Briar Rose;" "The Exiled Prince;" "Rise of the
Snow Queen;" "The Red Riding Hood Sisters;" "The Final Cinderella;" "Jack and the Sky Kingdom" and the Ballad of Rapunzel."

Please do note that currently there are two developers for this game series: Blue Tea Games and Eipix Entertainment.

Blue Tea Games developed the following "Dark Parables" games: "Curse of Briar Rose;" "The Exiled Prince;" "Rise of the Snow
Queen;" "The Red Riding Hood Sisters;" "The Final Cinderella;" "Jack and the Sky Kingdom;" "The Ballad of Rapunzel;" "Return of
the Salt Princess" and "The Match Girl's Lost Paradise."

Eipix Entertainment developed the following "Dark Parables" games: "The Little Mermaid and the Purple Tide;" "Queen of Sands;"
"Goldilocks and the Fallen Star;" "The Swan Princess and the Dire Tree;" "The Thief and the Tinderbox" and "Requiem for the
Forgotten Shadow."

Since this is a collector's edition game, it comes with extra features, that are not available in its' counterpart; the standard edition.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is nicely done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There are four different game difficulty modes to choose from: Casual; Normal; Hard and Custom.

There is no notebook in the game. But there is a objective panel in the game. It is used to keep tracks all of game's objectives.

There is a padlock feature that's available to lock the inventory panel in the place to make it stationary.

There are some interactive items in the game. Some of these interactive items may require extra components before they can be
interact with. All interactive items are marked with a symbol in one of the corners.

There is an interactive map in the game. It allows the player to fast travel between each locations quickly without having the need to
constantly backtracking. It also indicates that there are variety of tasks that can be completed at various locations within the game.
The interactive map is automatically given at the start of the game.

The hidden object scenes consists of the following: Fragmented items. Some of these hidden object scenes may require a little or no
interaction.

The puzzles are fairly easy to solve without having the need to skip any of them.

There is a collectible in the game: Parables. They are scattered throughout the game for the player to find.

There are morphing objects (beyond objects) in the game. They are scattered throughout the game for the player to find as well.
The morphing objects are used to refill the hint bar.
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There are twenty different achievements that can be unlocked from playing the game. Each of the achievements does come with
some requirements that needed to be completed before they can be unlocked. These achievements are in-game only.

Since this is a collector's edition game, there is a bonus chapter, but it can be accessed only after the main story is completed.

Miscellaneous

There are extra features in the game: Bonus Chapter; Wallpapers; Concept Art and Game's Strategy Guide. Some of these extra
features can be accessed only after the entire game is completed.

There are six different trading cards to collect. The game only drop three of those trading cards. There are several ways to get the
rest of the trading cards: Purchased from the Steam's Community Market; Trade with friends; Booster Packs and its' Booster Pack
Creator.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.. This game was very confusing and I didn't understand why they wouldn't just tell what
to do so you actually could PLAY the game. The only thing that was good was the graphics.. Very retro game, but a bit unstable,
and it doesn't quite do justice to its name and what it implies.

It is a very simple drawn god sim, where you first create land in an infinate oceanic environment, where then 2 survivors are
added. Then its just a matter of building houses, farms, mines and whatnot to facilitate the production of resources needed to feed
the inhabitants and the expansion of your settlement.

Like I said, the graphics are very simple, as is the sound \/ music. As is the interface, but I would even go further than just calling it
simple, as it is lacking as well; Some resources are simply not shown and others are insufficiently elaborated.

The help gives you some idea, but a lot of functionality simply doesn't seem to be in the game, such as the upgrading of buildings. I
got 1 building to try to upgrade, followed by a game crash...so...ya...there's that...

Might be something for the collectors out there that want a simple island editor, which is all it seems to be (again, you need to
actually create the island yourself), for a 5 minute break at work or something, because that is really all it is good for...

It seems like a project for a beginning developer (and one that has a LOOONG way to go), which is in itself not a bad thing. But
maybe it could use some more work, or not be made available to the public, or at least not Steam. This may not be the right platform
to publish this early work on. There are a lot of communities and platforms out there that this sort of thing is great for, but Steam
users generally expect a little bit...more...
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